
Coach draws line to split the zone in two. Players play a small area game
that is always 2v2 or 3v3 with the parameter that offensive is always
2v1 or 3v2. One player from each team is designated to always stay on
the offensive side of the half line. On the defensive side, have the player
who is not allowed back into the defensive zone always be ready to get
open for a clearing pass. 
Progression

Instead of designating one player to stay on their offensive side

make players read and react so last person has to stay

Be responsive to amount of players and availability of ice.

Key Points

Using man advantage to gain high scoring chances, moving to be

a good passing/shooting option

Defensive side try to prevent pass across and let goalie take shot

The goalie begins the drill with their back to the shooter. When the
shooter taps their stick on the ice, the goalie spins around to face the
shot. Give the goalie time to get set before the next shot. Repeat the drill
from different angles. Play out shot until goal/puck is covered.

Key Points

Rotate head and immediately identify puck

Promote a proper challenge depth for save

Control rebounds.

Have two groups on the boards and two groups in the zone (or 3 total
groups always subing one out). Coach throws a puck into the middle of
the zone and each teams tries to get possession and pass to their other
two teammates. Each player must touch the puck and pass to coach for
team to gain a point.
Progression:

Coach moves around the zone to get a pass

Can also play in a smaller area as a small area game, create 3

groups of 2 and rotate players in with 20-30 seconds shifts

Key Points

Create passing lanes and �nd open ice, pass and move (don't

watch the puck)

Keep sticks on the ice and in passing lanes on defense
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Putting it together- odd man situations

Always Odd Man (2v1, 3v2, 4v3) 7 mins

Stick tap and spin 0 mins

3v3 Support Game 7 mins



Pick a variation below, players must tag with hands, adapt to available
space.

Sharks and minnows- Minnows who get tagged are become

sharks to help. Progressions- have players start on knees, bellies,

backs, etc.

Freeze tag- coach picks how to "unfreeze" teammates (slide

through legs, skate circle around, etc.). 

Glove tag- coaches throw gloves at kids to tag and freeze

them. Don't have kids be "it" and throw gloves!

Forwards/Backwards tag- conduct in NZ, players must skate

forwards on one side, backwards on the other. Make rule so

players always pivoting one direction, then switch. 

Net Tag- Xs attempt to evade   using nets/tires/barriers as a

screen. 

Everybody's it- Self explanitory, try to tag others but not get

tagged themselves. If someone gets tagged they do an exercise

(jumping jacks, etc.) then continue. Progression- add cones for

"safe zone" where they can't be tagged but can only remain for 3

seconds. Instead of cones, players drop to hands and knees for

"safe zone" anywhere in area.

Lightning Tag- Same as Everybody's It except when player is

tagged they must take a knee. They must watch their tagger and

become free when their tagger is tagged by someone else. 

Evasion tag (older kids)- Players partner up. Tagger is skating

forwards, person trying not to be tagged is skating backwards.

Backwards skater is using edgework trying to evade person

going forwards (30 sec on/30 sec off). Have multiple groups

occuring at once

Progressions
Start with no sticks for less experienced players

Change up skating technique, ex. backwards skating, always

facing the same direction, both skates stay on the ice, etc.

Give both players a ring of a puck for work on puck control

while skating fast, include multiple taggers on certain drills, etc.

Key Points

Skating and edgework- kids are developing skating skills without

knowing it!

Tag variations 7 mins
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Coach dumps the puck on net and goalie plays it to either side. Players
in front of each line race to gain possesion of the puck. Whoever comes
out with the puck must pass it to the next person in their line, that
person then joins the play creating a 2v1.
Progressions:

Player must execute scissor move with teammate to create 2v1

2 vs 1 Rebound Battle Ice Hockey Drill (icehockeysystems.com)
<https://www.icehockeysystems.com/hockey-drills/2-vs-1-rebound-
battle-drill?position=43&list=65If-V5CVdEi-FO3jPEjoFj-
zARht0Xqka_boQUqnmE>

Key Points

1st person to puck work on deceptive body fakes (hips fakes can

be very effective)

Protect puck with head up to �nd passing lane

2nd person have good stick position to block pass.

Place two offensive players ( , both with pucks) and one defensive
player ( ) in a circle. The goal is for the offensive players to skate
around and work on protecting the puck with moves, their body and
stick. The defensive player is trying to knock the pucks out of the circle.
If too easy the defensive player can turn their stick upside down. After
20-30 seconds, swap out players, players who aren't participating
should be working on stationary passing.
Progression- add more players, both offense and defense.

Can play in various zone sizes. Two defensive players start in front of
the net and play four consecutive 3v2s.  1 starts with �rst puck and
passes to any of the four lines to add a player, who then adds a third
player from any line to create 3v2. Play it out, one shot and one
rebound. If defensive players get puck make a tape to tape pass to
coach. Repeat with  2 starting with the puck, then 3 then 4. 
Progression: Players can pass puck to own line to add a player.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UkFWisY-Rps

Key Points

Defensive reads and communication

Attacking the net to create offense, crash the net for a rebound

2v1 Rebound Battle 7 mins

2 to 1 Puck Protection 7 mins
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https://www.icehockeysystems.com/hockey-drills/2-vs-1-rebound-battle-drill?position=43&list=65If-V5CVdEi-FO3jPEjoFj-zARht0Xqka_boQUqnmE


Play in outnumbered formats, 2v1, 2v2, 3v2 change the format every
shift so players have to recognize situations and work to exploit
possible man advantage. Players should use puck protections skills,
creativity and deception to create offensive opportunties. 

Key Points

Read and react- if man advantage outnumber and win puck

possession, create passing options and �nd open ice.

3v2 game played inside the zone. Game starts with coach dumping in a
puck, 3 players from each team enter the zone, but one player from
each must go and stand still on the dot (thus making it a 2v2). Teams
activate their other player by completing a pass with them, making it a
3v2 situation. If/when possession changes and the short handed team
makes a pass to their teammate, the original extra player must return to
their dot and the team that was shorthanded now has a 3v2 advantage.
Progression: Teams must perform certain movement to add a player
(give and go, scissor move, drop pass, etc.)
3 on 2 Dot Jumper | Small Area Hockey Game
(icehockeysystems.com)
<https://www.icehockeysystems.com/hockey-drills/3-2-dot-
jumper>

Key Points

Compete and battle for loose pucks.

Outnumbered Competition 7 mins

3v2 Dot Jumper 7 mins

https://www.icehockeysystems.com/hockey-drills/3-2-dot-jumper

